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Call for contrâct of a Postdoctoral Researcher
Project "ERC'2022'Adv' 10 1096203",

On 03 of lO 2023, at 10:00, the selection jury formed by Dr. Antonio Cruz Serra, Dr.
Isabel Gordo and Dr. Karina Xaúer, met to discuss the appücations to a contract, in the
scope of the project "ERC'2022'Adv- 101096203", funded by ERC.

The caII was open from O7 of07 2023 until 07 of08 2023. The jury analysed the documents
submitted in the applications. The call received 3 applications that were classified as
detailed in table below (scores on a scale from 0- 100).

After considering all applications, the jury convened to interview candidates I and 2 but
candidate 1 decided to withdraw from the application for personal reasons. Candidate
number 3 did not present the necessary ekills that are reqúred for the position. The
interview of candidate 2 took place via Zoom on 07 of Og 2023, at 9:00. The interview
results were also scored on a scale from 0'100.

cv&
preúoue

experience
(aó %)

Motivation
Ietter (30 %)

Interview
(s5 %)

Total
(loo%)

I MARIA UZUN 30% 30 o/o nla 60%

2 ÁLVARo LoPEz.vALINAs 25% 25 0/o 5 ./" 55%
3 KARUNA \'ERMA to o/o 75%

Comments - Candidate number 2 has been interviewed but did not express sufflcient
interest in the project to be considered for the position.

Following the interview of candidate 2, the jury decided by unanimity to recommend the
re-opening of the position.

There being no further mâtters to discuss, the meeting for which these minutes were
drawn up was closed and signed by all the members of the Jury.

Oeiras, l3 of l0 2023

Chair of the Jury (Dr. António Cruz Serra)-(signature)
Jury member I (Dr. Isabel Gordo) (signature)

Jury member 2 (Dr. Karina Xavier) I (signature)
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Candidate number 2 was informed of the deliberations of the Jury on 03 of l0 2023 and
candidate number 3 on l3 of lO 2023. If there are no complaints during the l0 working
days following the communication of these results, the decision will be considered as
effective.
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